312	THE   RISE   OF   ITALIAN   FASCISM
c The Quadrumvirate is almost entirely cut off from the
actions that are taking place in the provinces.
c We are fairly well in contact with the columns march-
ing on Rome.1
£ Zamboni2 sends me word from Foligno that he has
mustered about 3000 men, of whom rather more than
300 are armed. Rifles have got to be found for them.
c Bianchi is trying in vain to telephone to Milan and
Rome.3
e All telegrams are sent up to us from the telegraph
office, and at about 10 a rather discouraging one arrives :
martial law is proclaimed and orders given to arrest all
leaders of the movement, wherever and whoever they
may be.
e 1245, a cipher telegram arrives ordering that no
account is to be taken of the telegram proclaiming martial
law.
* Michelino (Bianchi) and I embrace each other.4
' 21.30 Much coming and going at the Hotel Brufani,
crowds staring, cameramen appear. The whole drama
is beginning to look like a play with a happy ending.'
Next day the Quadrumvirate did not trouble to carry
out its plan of seizing the arms factory at Term, and shifting
its headquarters south to Narni, so as to be near Rome.
Thus the c supreme command ' of the Quadrumvirate came
to an end without having commanded anything.
As for the march on Rome, we have seen that, contrary
to the original plan, the forces to be used were reduced.
The fascist columns were to be concentrated in three places,
distributed as shown on the adjoining plan.
According to the Naples plan, e On the morning of the
^ x We shall see that they were in contact, rather ineffectively, at the begin-
ning only, early on the s8th, but later on hardly at all.
2	The general commanding the ' reserves J concentrated in Foligno.
3	Bianchi had telephoned to Rome during the night.    Thanks to Facta,
Federzoni was still able to telephone to Perugia at 6 a.m. to summon De
Vecchi to Rome (p. 294).
* At the news of the withdrawal of martial law all the fascist leaders were
overjoyed. In Perugia the fascist deputy Pighetti * beamed with joy ' (p. 301)
and in Rome, according to Chiurco, * Ciano, De Vecchi and Grandi wept
with emotion on exchanging the news that the king had refused to give his
consent'. Clearly they all felt that they were at last safe.

